PROLINE FILM ACADEMY
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Through filming & photography we transform youth to
entrepreneurs and entrepreneurs into agents of change
as you advance your life and discover your purpose in
order to close the unemployment gap within the youths
of Uganda.
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ABOUT US:
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Meet Our Staff at Proline Film Academy
Henry Nsereko Kiwanuka: ( C.E.O )
A film Producer | 3D Animator | Compositor | VFX trainer & Entrepreneur:
With a film background of 22years, is the founder and President of Proline Film Academy and
Proline Studios.
Henry was also the winner of the New vision youth entrepreneur awards 2017 and worked on many
film projects local & international.
He is the author of all our tutorials online and also Directs, Produce,
and edits Films / music videos at Proline Studios.
Joy Porter: ( California )
Commercial | Brand | Lifestyle Photographer and Educator:-

& head of the Photography faculty at Proline Film Academy:
With over 15 years of being a Professional Photographer, her work has been recognized around the
world. Published in National Geographic Magazine | Member of the International Association of
Press Photographers | Destination Magazine Senior Photographer | WPPI Honors of Excellence
Award (International) | Best Photographer in her region voted by her community since 2011 | Elly
Award recipient.
She is more than a Photographer|Educator. Her diverse clientele refer to her as their image, brand
and marketing consultant. Welcome to Winding Road Imagery.

Mr. Denny Morales: ( Las Vegas )
Film Consultant | Film Producer,
Through his film knowledge teachings in 2010, he Inspired and transformed Proline Studios into
Proline Film Academy.
He started his career at the young age of 16, becoming one of the youngest directors in television.
Over the course of 14 years, he worked with ABC, NBC, CBS, CW, and Fox directing and technical
directing, where he won his first Emmy technical directing award.

James Duff: (New York City)
Filmmaker / Instructor & Head of the acting faculty at PFA:
James Duff is a NYC based filmmaker and educator. His directorial and writing debut, “Hank and Asha,”
won the Audience Award at the 2013 Slamdance Film Festival. It went on to screen at more than 50
international film festivals, winning more than 20 awards, including the CINE Golden Eagle Award for
Best Narrative Feature in 2015.
His award-winning short film, “Life is a Sweet,” screened at over 40 festivals worldwide. His documentary,
“The Cycle Also Rises,” was broadcast nationally on PBS as part of the POV series.
James has worked and traveled in over 17 African countries. He spent two years in West Africa directing
development and human rights documentaries funded by USAID. Recently, he arrived back from Rwanda
after shooting a documentary on health care. He has taught film production in Kenya, the Tindouf refugee
camp in the Sahara Desert, Senegal, India, the Prague Film School in the Czech Republic, and New York
City.
In the theatre, James has worked with New York companies such as Ensemble Studio Theatre, and has
directed productions at such venues as The Cherry Lane Theatre and SoHo Playhouse, as well as the NYC
International Fringe Festival. He recently was an artist-in-residence at Yaddo in Saratoga Springs, NY.
James earned his MFA in directing from USC’s School of Cinematic Arts, where he won a fellowship for
excellence in directing actors.
Kenneth Jemba
On-Location Manager:
Eight years in film and TV Productions, he is an aspiring film director well vast in Cinematography, Video
Editing, Lighting and Gear handling on set, Currently the most experienced Jib/Crane operator in
Uganda.
My background of fixing any broken equipment on set made me a very good trainer, I love teaching
On-set manners, disciplines and handling equipment among others, i have worked on documentaries,
Music Videos, TV ads, Drama, Short films, doing different roles on a small drama set up i started my
career as a boy on set handling cables, equipment, and as a runner for every department, this opened up
my mind how wide the film industry is.

Ssekimpi Lawrence a.k.a Sir Lawrence:
CEO & Director at Almagic Uganda Limited

A Professional Drone Pilot, Filmmaker, Content Creator. Since 2012 in the field of Art production,
I’m the founder and CEO of Almagic Uganda Limited, a film production company, i have directed
many film series such as (Stecia & the house girl.) Co-founder and secretary general of the Uganda
Cinematographer’s Association (UCA).
I have directed many music videos of top Ugandan artists, and the first D.O.P to embrace the use of
drone technology in Uganda also recorgnized in the talent search & artist management. Currently
pursuing my Bachelor’s degree in information technology at the international University of East
Africa. The main tutor of the advanced Drone Cinematography & Photography course here at
Proline film Academy.

Sonya Edwards: ( Las Vegas )
Script Writer | Film Director | Lighting expert.
Worked on American Idol, So You think you can Dance and Several Independent Films, and Reality
shows.
Sonya Edwards creates a controlled dramatic quality of imagery.
Her passionate interest in photojournalism gives her the ability to use all types of composition especially
the leading lines. She uses intense light to capture the soul so that you feel as you were there. The use of
continuity allows her to guide and structure the initial explorations.

Lianne Forbes: ( Canada )

Alvan Louis: ( India )

with a career in VFX which spans over 14 years.
She has worked around the world (UK, Australia, China and Canada) for renowned companies
such as Framestore, Animal Logic, Rising Sun Pictures and Pixomondo.
She has been a part of the VFX teams behind both the Emmy winning TV series, Games of Thrones
and the Oscar winning film Hugo.

Well Known as a celebrated Ad-man, with diversified communications credentials that spans over 15 years.
He’s been instrumental in shaping & nurturing the advertising scene in the country.
Beginning as a Post-Production Supervisor, his portfolio grew rapidly & so did his skills,
eventually Producing Films & Ad-Films across the country.
Alvan spear heads Production at Louis Bros Production. A go getter, with an exemplary positive demeanor,
he’s much loved throughout the advertising & film circles in Mumbai.
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Matchmove Supervisor and Teacher,
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AD Film Producer | Post-Production Supervisor.

Proline Film Academy uses Project Based Learning: (PBL)

Project Based Learning (PBL) is an instructional methodology encouraging students to learn by applying
knowledge and skills through an engaging experience. PBL presents opportunities for deeper learning in-context
and for the development of important skills tied to college and career readiness.
“To make a film means to be a producer, requiring a combination of the art and techniques of film narration
and the tricks of finance. Being a producer is also about giving adequate answers to questions that underlie
the desire and reasons for producing: What to produce? Why? How?
Both objectively and subjectively, these questions determine the entire cultural or commercial vision, the
strategy behind any movie or video production.”
CEO: Henry Nsereko Kiwa
Unlike traditional school projects that often take place at the end of a unit, project-based learning, or PBL, is an
educational philosophy that calls upon students to take on a real-world project – such as how to best design a TV
commercial – and explore it over a period of weeks. Teachers incorporate grade-level instruction into the
project, which is designed to meet academic goals and standards, and students learn content and skills while
working collaboratively, thinking critically and often revising their work. At the end, that work is shared publicly.
“Project-based learning is not the activity at the end, it’s the activity at the beginning that drives the learning and
builds the engagement,” says Henry Nsereko Kiwanuka ( CEO)
Project-Based Learning Is ‘Active’
Project-based learning succeeds across income groups because it involves active learning, which leads to deeper
engagement and understanding, according to Mr. Henry Nsereko.
Because Engagement is the gateway to all learning, When students are able to construct knowledge, not given an
answer, that active learning wakes up the brain.
Characteristics of Project Based Learning:
1.) Interdisciplinary
Project based curriculum is designed to engage students using real-world problems. This is an interdisciplinary
approach because real-world challenges are rarely solved using information or skills from a single subject area.
Projects require students to engage in inquiry, solution building, and product construction to help address the
issue or challenge presented. As students do the work, they often use content knowledge and skills from multiple
academic domains to successfully complete the project.
2.) Rigorous
Project based education requires the application of knowledge and skills, not just recall or recognition.
Unlike rote learning to assess a single fact, PBL assesses how students apply a variety of academic content in new
contexts. As students engage in a project, they begin with asking a question. Inquiry leads the student to think
critically as they are using their academic knowledge in real-world applications. The inquiry process leads to the
development of solutions to address the identified problem. They show their knowledge in action through the
creation of products designed to communicate solutions to an audience.
3.) Student-centered
In PBL, the role of the teacher shifts from content-deliverer to facilitator/project manager. Students work more
independently through the PBL process, with the teacher providing support only when needed. Students are
encouraged to make their own decisions about how best to do their work and demonstrate their understanding.
The PBL process fosters student independence, ownership of his/her work, and the development of 21st century/
workplace skills.
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Our advanced Courses:

01 - 3D Animations & high end compositing
02 - Advanced Compositing for Tv Broadcast.
03 - Video Editing & Sound Recording
04 - Advanced Still Photography & compositing
05 - Advanced Color Grading with Davinci Resolve.
06 - Acting for Film
07 - Camera & Lighting Techniques
08 - Advanced compositing & special effects for film.
09 - Advanced Graphics Design for Print
10 - Digital Marketing for Entrepreneurs.
11 - Web Designing & S.E.O fundamentals
12 - Advanced Drone Cinematography.
13 - Advanced Matchmoving & Compositing.
14 - Sound Engineering with Logic & FL Studio.
15 - Advanced Wedding Photography
Proline Film Academy, Page 7

3D ANIMATION & COMPOSITING
Our Maxon Cinema 4D training courses are designed to aid you in expanding your 3D horizons and try out new
features that you didn’t even know Maxon Cinema 4D had and our class is prepared to enhance not only your
skillfulness but also your earning potential as a C4D expert. Maxon Cinema 4D, one of the leading 3D content
creation applications, provides users the power to create compelling models and animations.
Now with improved MoText typography controls, an enhanced bevel system, more accurate render engine,
and more powerful sculpting toolset.
This in-depth course will explore creative ideas for developing your motion graphics projects.
Working with Cinema 4D Studio, we demonstrate production proven techniques covering many of the
essential tools such as MoGraph, Dynamics, Hair, Cloth,Xpresso, workflows, modeling, photo realistic
rendering with Vray, NPR rendering, Python, particles, plugins and dirty tricks.
In this advanced Course we also introduce to you RealFlow software, we will cover a hot topic in Realflow that
has been mysteriously hard to reach through available training courses on internet.
It is about how to use liquids and fluids with creatures.
RealFlow is the motion picture industry’s standard tool for liquid simulations.
It’s a standalone application that offers robust interoperability with most popular 3D programs.
In this advanced course, you’ll explore the powerful features of the RealFlow core application, and see how
RealFlow is integrated into Cinema 4D and 3ds Max.

THIS COURSE SUITS ALL:
(a) All Creatives with a passion for 3D Animations who would like to expand there understanding of
Animation and build their technical 3D skills.
(b) All creatives who are targeting the TV Broadcast & the film world.

Course Contents
• Introduction to Cinema 4D interface
• Practical Projects
• Modeling
• Character Poly modeling
• Non Organic Modelling
• Introduction to materials
• Advanced Texturing and UV Maping workflow
• Character Rigging
• Character Animation
• Introduction to Lighting
• Mograph Typography
• Introduction to Adobe Photoshop CC
workflow.
• Becoming a Better Artist - Digital / Matte
Painting workflow.
• Working with Perspective in Photoshop CC.
• Mastering Compositing in Photoshop CC.
• Mastering Color Management in Photoshop CC.
• Advanced Blending Mode Magic in Photoshop
• Xpresso
• Advanced Architectural Landscaping
Techniques in Cinema 4D
• Sculpting workflow in Cinema 4D.
• Product and Packaging Visualization
• How to define your Style & Brand.
• How to Boost your Brand in 50 steps.
• Professional skills in Adobe Photoshop,
Illustrator & InDesign
• Stereoscopic Content
• Introduction to advanced Natural Environments in
Cinema 4D
• Advanced Set Extensions with Projection Man in
Cinema 4D
• Introduction RealFlow workflow Interface
• Exploring RealFlow’s different
particle emitter types
• Using Global and Exclusive Links in RealFlow
• Custom Waves in RealFlow
• Dynamic Forces in RealFlow
• Daemons

• Surface Tension in RealFlow
• Particle Interaction in RealFlow
• Creating Realistic Splashing Liquid in RealFlow
• Using RealFlow’s Gas Particles
• Importing Geometry into RealFlow
• Soft and Rigid Body Dynamics in RealFlow
• Exploring RealFlow’s Elastic Particles
• Using Hypermesh Real Waves to create open
water like ponds and oceans
• Generating Wetmaps in RealFlow
• Exporting RealFlow meshes back into your
primary 3D package.
• Export Central
• Constraints
• Architectural Interiors
• Particle Mesh Generation in RealFlow
• Motion Graphics Production Techniques with
Cinema 4D
• Advanced Mens Hairstyles and Mustaches with
Cinema 4D
• Introduction to Xparticle3
• Production Rendering Techniques in CINEMA 4D
• Motion Graphics Production Techniques with
Cinema 4D

Software Packages
• Cinema 4D.
• After Effects CC.
• Adobe Premiere Pro CC
• Adobe PhotoShop CC.
• Adobe Illustrator CC.
• Mocha Pro
• RealFlow
• The Foundry Camera Tracker.
• Element 3d
• All the Compatible Plugins for Cinema 4D.

COURSE FEES:
3Months Certificate Course ................
$ 500
1Year Diploma Course .....................
$ 1,300
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Serious VFX.........

ADVANCED COMPOSITING
FOR TV BRODCAST

This course is suitable for motion and TV broadcast designers, compositors and animators who want to
produce advanced Graphics using After Effect’s.
With a 20 year pedigree, After Effects gives artists unprecedented control over their composites using its
powerful layer based approach.
This course drives you from intermediate to advanced compositing for T.V broadcast and film.
This course combines all the softwares like 3D’s max, Cinema 4D, Photoshop, Illustrator and Premiere pro.
Incorporating a 3D camera into an otherwise 2D shot, or mixing 3D and 2D layers together brings 3D reality to
the 2D screen. But there’s more to it than simply adding a camera or camera track to a composition.
(a)- You need to match the characteristics of a real, physical camera replicating how it sees the world.
(b)- You need to match the color of the original shot, or may be even make creative adjustments.
(c)- You might need to tweak the lighting, match motion blur, or compensate for lens distortion.
(d)-You might even want to take advantage of high dynamic range (HDR) imaging techniques or experiment
with different filmic looks.
This course takes you through these scenarios and the next step in After Effects compositing match moving and
making your shots look not just realistic, but cinematic.
If you ever wanted to produce advanced film-looks (VFX) this is the perfect course for you to kick-start your
next step in advanced Compositing.

THIS COURSE SUITS ALL:

(a) All Creatives with a passion for 3D Animations who would like to expand there understanding of
Animation and build their technical 3D skills.
(b) All creatives who are targeting the TV Broadcast & the film world.

Course Contents
• Introduction to Premiere Pro CC. workflow.
• Introduction to Advanced Match moving with
• Editing a music Video in Premiere Pro CC.
Mocha Pro.
• Introduction to Animations in Premiere Pro CC.
• Introduction to Advanced Shape Layers workflow.
• Advanced Chroma Keying in Premiere Pro CC.
• Advanced Text Treatments in After Effects CC.
• Advanced Typography in Premiere Pro CC.
• Cinema 4D and After Effects in Production.
• Editing a Documentary in Premiere Pro CC.
• Introduction to Advanced 3D Texturing with
• Advanced Compositing in Premiere Pro CC.
Element 3D.
• Advanced Color Grading in Premiere Pro CC.
• Advanced Visual Effects and Compositing Studio
• Dynamic link and the adobe workflow
Techniques with After Effects CC.
• Advanced Sound workflow in Premiere Pro CC.
• Advanced Compositing Tracking and Roto
• Advanced Render techniques in Premiere Pro
Techniques with After Effects CC.
• Integrating Premiere Pro with other advanced
• Time Remaping Techniques in After Effects CC.
Compositing Programs.
• Introduction to Cinema 4D.
• The Art of Color Correction & Artistic Color Grading on • Introduction to Modelling in Cinema 4D.
the Timeline.
• Introduction to Lighting, Texturing and
• Introduction to advanced
Rendering in Cinema 4D.
Audition CC workflow
• Introduction to Vectors with Illustrator.
• Editing Dialogue and Location Sound in Audition CC.
• Introduction to all Advanced Plugins for
• Advanced Workflow With SFX and Music.
After effects workflow.
• Working with the Multitrack Editor and Mixer Panel in • Directing a Music Video ( On-Location Practicals).
Audition CC.
• Camera work( On-Location Practicals).
• Introduction to Photoshop for film workflow
• Directing & Shooting for VFX integration
• Advanced Matte Painting And Compositing for film.
• Advanced Documentary Photo Techniques with
Photoshop and After Effects
• Advanced Digital Production Techniques in Photoshop
• Introduction to After Effects CC interface.
• Principals of Animation
• Adobe After Effects CC.
• Compositing 2D Elements.
• Maxon Cinema 4D.
• Introduction to advanced Render Techniques
• Adobe Premiere Pro CC
• Animating Logos.
• Adobe Photo Shop CC.
• Cinema 4D & After Effects integration
• Adobe Illustrator CC.
• Introduction to Redgiant Plugins
• Mocha Pro
• Introduction to Boris Plugins
• Boris FX Softwares
• Introduction to Motion Control 3D
• Element 3d
• Introduction to Puppet tool workflow.
• Red Giant Softwares.
• Video and Audio for Designers with Creative Cloud
• All Compatible Plugins for After Effects
• Advanced Compositing with After effects
& Premiere Pro.
• Advanced Color Grading with Red Giant softwares.
• Introduction to Element 3D VFX

Software Packages

COURSE FEES:
3Months Certificate Course ................... $ 500
1Year Diploma Course .........................
$ 1,300
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ADVANCED VIDEO EDITING &
SOUND RECORDING

With this course you Learn how to make Advanced Music Videos, Documentaries, Films and master your
sound recording with Adobe Audition.
Throughout this course we will dive deep into advanced video editing methods and techniques, Professional
editors know several secrets such as the “5 Rules of Editing” and “Eisenstein’s Theories of Montage” Once you
know these theories and other editing techniques, you’ll be able to take your editing skills to the next level.
These theories and techniques will improve your abilities as an editor immensely.
This Program walks you threw the entire process of getting footage from the Camera, cutting it into nice pieces
for further compositing. In-fact here you learn how to Produce Advanced Sequences Without Leaving Your
Editor Program which is Premiere Pro CC.
Premiere Pro is primarily a nonlinear editing system designed for fast cutting of multiple media types, but it is
also an advanced special effects and compositing tool.
This course breaks down the documentary process into a series of stages that correspond to the milestones
of a real client project. At our Film School with this advanced video edting course, you Start your class with a
practical documentary shoot , you’ll discover how to identify the key messaging concepts and log the footage,
then find out how to assemble rough and fine-tuned cuts, and layer in motion graphics and a credit roll.
You’ll learn how to adjust opacity, use garbage mattes and track mattes, and create nested sequences, as well
as how to work with chroma keys, luma keys, and the Ultra Keyer. By the end of this course, you will be able to
layer multiple media elements to produce advanced sequences as compositions.

THIS COURSE SUITS ALL:
- All creatives with a passion for visual communication and artists who would like to get an indepth in the video
editing world.
- High School leavers who need to join filming in general.
- Marketing and communication professionals who would like to gain a better understanding of the creative
workflow.
[D] - Entrepreneurs who would like to be able to design and edit graphics for their corporate communication
such as Company functions, Documentary, Music Videos, Business Interviews.

Course Contents
• Introduction to Premiere Pro CC workflow
• Fundamentals of Video Cameras and Shooting
• Introduction to Animations in Premiere Pro CC
• Advanced Chroma Keying in Premiere Pro CC
• Advanced Typography in Premiere Pro CC
• Advanced Intro to Markers in Premiere Pro CC
• Editing a Documentary in Premiere Pro CC
• Premiere Pro CC Customization
• Shooting & Post Production with DSLR Cameras
• Introduction to LUTs in Premiere Pro CC
• Advanced Compositing in Premiere Pro CC
• Advanced Color Grading in Premiere Pro CC
• Advanced Sound workflow in Premiere Pro CC
• Advanced Render techniques
• Editing a music Video in Premiere Pro CC
• Integrating Premiere Pro with other advanced
Compositing Programs
• Multi-Camera Video & Post Production Techniques
• Advanced Commercial Editing Techniques
• Achieving the Blockbuster Look on a DIY Budget
• Shooting and Post Production with RED Cameras
• Mastering Compression Settings in Premiere Pro and
Media Encoder
• The Art of Filmmaking and Editing
• How to use Gopro for Outdoor Photography
• Video Post-Production for Low-budget Films
• Introduction to Adobe Audition CC interface
• Syncing Sound workflow
• Editing Dialogue & Location Sound in Audition
• Advanced Workflow With SFX and Music
• Multitrack Editor and Mixer Panel in Audition CC
• Foundations of Video (The Art of Editing)
• Mirrorless 4K Cameras for Video Production
• Introduction to Photoshop for film workflow
• Cinematic Drone video & Post-Production
• Matte Painting And Compositing for film
• Close & Open Caption workflows
• Editing Theories and Techniques in Premiere Pro
• Corporate Filmmaking
• Understanding the VFX Pipeline

• Advanced Narrative Scene Editing with Premiere
• Introduction to Illustrator workflow
• Type Design introduction to effects in illustrator
• Advanced Camera Movements for Video
Production
• Introduction to After Effects CC interface
• Compositing with After effects CC
• Introduction to Advanced Shape Layers workflow
• Advanced Text Treatments in After Effects CC
• Principles of Animation in After Effects
• Advanced Compositing Tracking and Roto
• Techniques with After Effects CC
• Advanced Integration with Photoshop, Illustrator
and After effects Production Techniques
• Green & Blue Screen Production Principals
• Action Scene Editing Techniques
• 360 Video Production and Post
• Introduction to Red Giant Softwares
• Complete Training for GenArts Sapphire
• Fix It in Post .
• Advanced Art Of Trailer Editing
• Introduction to Wedding Cinematography
• Introduction to all advanced third-party Plugins
for Premiere
• Directing a Music Video (On-Location Practicals)
• Camera & Lighting ( On-Location Practicals )

Software Packages
• Adobe Premiere Pro CC
• Adobe After Effects CC
• Adobe Photoshop CC
• Adobe Illustrator CC
• Boris FX Softwares
• Digital Anarchy
• Red Giant softwares & all Compatible Plugins for all
main softwares

COURSE FEES:
3Months Certificate Course .................. $ 500
1Year Diploma Course ......................... $ 1,300
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ADVANCED STILL PHOTOGRAPHY
& COMPOSITING

This course provides an introduction and advanced techniques to the fundamentals of photography.
A systematic and thorough approach is emphasized in the area of image sensors and digital workflow.
Students develop essential skills for obtaining consistent results and a foundation in photography as a visual
language.
Creative Photoshop Working Techniques are everything You need to know as a successful Photographer or
Retoucher - or maybe amateur Photoshop user. Get the key on turning photos into pieces of art with our
practical lessons.
We designed this course to bring You the most useful and amazing techniques in Your work and split them for
a few separated sections.
We truly believe that to learn Photoshop effectively You don’t need to know whole theory behind the program,
and from our own experience we know that the best way of learning is by doing! Especially when we talk
about such an amazing software like Photoshop CC.
This course will teach you the fundamentals and secrets of photo compositing, advanced masking techniques,
luminosity and color adjustments, selective sharpening and more.
Through our Compositing in Photoshop, you will start your exciting adventure and create a complex, dreamy
photo composite.

THIS COURSE SUITS ALL:
- This Course Suits all Photography enthusiasts aged 16 and above who are looking to get the most out of their
DSLR camera.
- This advanced still photography course covers all the entire knowledge for someone to become a Professional
Commercial Wedding Photographer.

Course Contents
• Foundation of Photography ( Exposure )
• Matte Painting And Compositing for film
• Introduction to Adobe Photoshop
• Fashion & Editorial Portrait Photography
• How to define your Style & Brand
• Advanced retouching with Frequency Separation
• Photoshop for Entrepreneurs
for Portraits
• Advanced Beauty and Portrait Retouching workflow
• Colored Gel Portraits & Retouching
• Digital Matte Painting workflow
• Commercial Color Grading
• Advanced Masking and Compositing Hair
• Advanced Lightroom Workflow & Processing
• Working with Perspective in Photoshop
• Advanced Commercial Hair Retouching Workflow
• Mastering Compositing in Photoshop
• Aerial Photography & Retouching Techniques
• Working with Text in Photoshop
• Conceptualizing a Movie Poster with Illustrator
• Mastering Color Management in Photoshop
• Advanced workflow with Speed Lights
• Editing Video & Creating Slide Shows with Photoshop
• Food Photography & Photoshop Retouching
• Introduction to Life Style Photography
• Product Photography & Retouching
• Shooting and Designing Wedding Albums
• Sports Photography and Retouching
• introduction to advanced Headshot Photography
• The Art Of Creativity In Fashion Photography
• Introduction to HDR Master Class
• How to create Photo books
• Introduction to Advanced Photoshop Plugins
• Advanced Commercial Wedding Photography
• Narative Portraiture on-Location
• Fashion Photography Posing & Lighting
• Shooting New-borns, Props and Posing
Techniques
• Designing advanced News Letters with Photo Shop
• Real Estate and Architectural Photography
• Introduction to Illustrator
• Advanced Commercial Beauty Retouching
• Mastering Selections in Photoshop
• Mastering the Pen Tool and Shape Layers
• How to shoot Pets in the Studio
• The business of out-door photography &
• How to increase Wedding Photography profits without Freelancing
Raising prices
• How to use Gopro for out-door Photography
• Introduction to nature Photography
• Mastering Luminosity Masks in Photoshop
• Advanced Lightroom Processing workflow
• Advanced Photo Manipulation in Photoshop
• Natural Light Portraiture & Retouching Techniques
• Photoshop for Web Design
• Product Photography & Retouching Techniques
• Mastering the Pen Tool and Shape Layers
• Introduction to Boudoir Photography
• Making Books in Lightroom
• Advanced Black & White Photography & Retouching
Techniques
• Matte Painting Master Class
• How to Boost your Brand in 50 steps
• Adobe Photoshop CC
• Web Elements Design with Photoshop
• Adobe Illustrator CC
• How to expand beyond Wedding Photography
• Adobe Indesign CC
• The Language of Light
• Adobe Light Room CC
• Advanced Texturizing Images
• Imagenomic / Nick Softwares
• How to Light and Pose Beauty Shots
• All Compatible Plugins for all main softwares
• Mastering InDesign

Software Packages

COURSE FEES:
3Months Certificate Course ................... $ 500
1Year Diploma Course .........................
$ 1,300
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ADVANCED COLOR GRADING
WITH DAVINCI RESOLVE

For over a decade, DaVinci Resolve has been the go-to tool for colorists working on Hollywood films,
commercials, and professional corporate video now it’s available to anyone on a Mac or PC.
The latest version, DaVinci Resolve 16, combines its high-end color grading tools with a full-featured nonlinear
video-editing environment. You can edit, color correct, color grade, and render a video project without ever
leaving the program.
In this advanced color Grading course here at Proline Film Academy, professional colorist Henry ( A.K.A Kiwasonic) guides you through the advanced workflow of using DaVinci Resolve.
Get a look over Henry’s shoulder as he touches on key features in Resolve, while introducing the lingo every
colorist needs to understand the program and the workflow. He shows how to import footage, keep it all
organized, edit clips in the timeline, and start color grading your project, applying primary and secondary
corrections, vignettes, looks, and Power Windows.
By the time you have completed this course, you will have a comprehensive understanding of the most
important color grading theories and concepts along with the advanced tools available in Davinci Resolve,
including coloring DSLR footage.
This course is designed with the absolute beginner in mind No prior knowledge of Davinci Resolve or color
grading is required.

THIS COURSE SUITS ALL:

- All Independent filmmakers
- Wedding filmmakers
- Commercial filmmakers
- Film editors
- Anyone who’s interested in color grading

Course Contents
• Intro to Resolve user interface and Project Manager
• Remove or reduce flicker, dead pixels, and lens
• Importing and managing footage in the Media Page
distortion
• Edit page tools and Resolve editing fundamentals
• Applying different color washes to specific
• Performance optimization walk-through
regions of image tonality
• Editing and trimming footage
• Introduction to creative variations on undertone
• Advanced work-flow with multi-channel audio clips
and bleach bypass looks
• Preparing timelines for color correction
• Emulating and customizing cross-processing
• Analyzing color, contrast, and exposure with scopes
effects
• Understanding nodes
• Preserving skin tones within extreme stylizations
• Performing secondary color corrections
• Understanding the round-tripping process
• Matching shots
• Understanding XML
• Building looks
• The differences between round-trip workflows
• Keying
• Rendering out individual clips vs. rendering out
• Bleach bypass
single clips
• The Art of Color Correction Color Grading for Locations • How to enhance your look with subtle glow and
and Times of Day
bloom effects
• Cross processing
• Different methods of constructing monochrome
• Tracking
looks suited to specific color channel combinations,
• key framing
and more
• Increasing playback performance in DaVinci Resolve
• Understanding Resolve’s database structure and
options
• Advanced Compositing in DaVinci Resolve
• How to evaluate your images for problems
• Improve poorly exposed footage using
curves & color wheels
• Fix shots with mixed lighting or white balance issues
• Normalize your footage with Resolve Color
Management & LUTs
• Applying Resolve’s tools to real-world projects
• Focus attention using windows, qualifiers, and blurs
• Clean up compression and/or sensor noise in your
shots
• Davinci Resolve
• Adobe Premiere CC.
• Red Giant Plugins
• All Plugins for Davinci Resolve.

Software Packages

COURSE FEES:
3Months Certificate Course ................... $ 500
1Year Diploma Course .........................
$ 1,300
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ACTING FOR FILM

The emphasis of this course is on the creative side and covers the basic knowledge required to produce a short
film, including basic storyboarding, digital camera operation, lighting, sound, and digital computer editing on
an industry leading application.
The course is very hands-on and practical in its approach with students being exposed to a range of industry
standard applications.
Proline Film Academy has invested in the latest professional technology to give its students the edge in this
competitive market. Transform your relationship with yourself and others.
Develop an actor’s instrument and a comprehensive understanding of the craft and business of acting.
Are you inspired by the power of acting?
- You understand the critical relationship between the actor, the story, and the camera, and how it shapes an
audience’s reaction to a feature film, TV, or web series.
- You are ready for relentless self-discovery, and to take the necessary steps on your journey.
- You possess the commitment to hone your most valuable instrument – YOU. You are an actor.
PFA offers a powerful insight not only into what goes on infront of the camera but also what goes on behind
the camera with our acting courses. This expert knowledge taught by industry professionals will give you an
experience like no other.
Take part in short films, learn what you need to understand how a set works. Students are given the
opportunity to be taught by an acting coach and professional film director.
The program is open to any one 15years and above with no prior experience nor personal equipment.
On completion of the course students will have the skills to construct a piece of work creatively, and assemble
the content in a logical manner with a target audience in mind.

THIS COURSE SUITS ALL:
- All creatives with a passion for visual communication and artists who would like to get a Profession introduction to film looks.
- High School leavers who need to turn filming / Photography as a paying job.
- Marketing and communication professionals who would like to gain a better understanding of the creative
workflow.

Course Contents
• Basic video formats
• Working with various cameras
• Lenses and Filters
• Story telling Techniques
• Understanding the Video workflow
• Story telling with Gears
• Advanced lighting techniques
• Home video studio set-ups in relation to project requirements
• Understanding time codes, screen writing, and audio.
• Screen Writing Fundamentals.
• Managing your Career
• Micro Budget Filmmaking
• How to define your style and brand.
• Understanding the 180 rule.
• How to boost your brand in 50 steps.
• Dialogue Secrets.
• Cinematography Introduction to Composition and
Camera Movement .
• Documentary Production.
1• PRODUCING:
- The challenges of being producer and director
- What is a producer
- Dealing with legal issues
- Marketing your film
- Taking care of your team
- Finding financing
- Producing shorts vs. features
2• WRITTING SCRIPTS:
- Story Basics - Getting Ideas
- Creating a Fantasy World
- Writing the Story
- Writing the Screenplay
3• PRE-PRODUCTION:
- Script Breakdown
- Creating the Shot List
- Creating the Schedule
- Creating the Budget

- Getting a Crew
- Art and Production Design
- Wardrobe - Locations
- Preparing for Production
- Preparing for Post
2• DIRECTING:
- Interpreting the script
- Choosing the tone of the film
- Adding tension
- Respecting budgets and schedules
- Planning the shots
- Maintaining continuity
- Telling stories with a camera
- Cheating and stealing shots
- Framing the shot
- Adding atmospherics
- Directing the edit
- Directing VFX shots
- Directing audio choices
• Acting for Virtual Sets
• Working on Set.
• The Secrets of Action Screenwriting.
• Writing Love Screenwriting Tricks.
• Introduction to Real Cinematography
• Introduction to Video editing
• Introduction to VFX enviroments
• Screen Writing for hollywood.
• Introduction to Final Draft software
• Introduction to advanced color grading
• Introduction to Audio for film, Mixing your Film.
• Marketing & Distribution.

Software Packages
• Final Draft

COURSE FEES:
3Months Certificate Course ................... $ 500
1Year Diploma Course ........................
$ 1,300
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CAMERA & LIGHTING TECHNIQUES
This Course provides a fundamental knowledge of lighting types, principles, techniques, and applications used
to produce a desired look.
Through detailed instructions tongue-in-cheek sketch illustrations, and hands-on examples, we’ll show you the
fundamentals of cinematic lighting and how you can use light as a paintbrush to tell your stories like the Pros,
with just the right look, exposure - and feeling
If you are a Photographer trying to transition to video or a filmmaker hoping to improve your video production
through lighting, this advanced course is perfectly for you.
Learning how to move the camera , record sound and deal with footage in post-production are important steps
but if you think about it , the essence of stills and motion is Light.
Both are creative interpretation of what we consider ( REALITY ) to be and regardless the medium, what really
matters is the story we are trying to tell.
So just because our cameras can capture images at extremely high sensitivities it doesn’t mean that we don’t
light need to light.
We shall start this advanced lighting course by covering how lighting & Location can work together to create a
scene, then we will walk you through several scenarios using natural light & artificial lights.
Our Main Objective in this Lighting course is to prove that you understand why and what to light doesn’t
require a lot of expensive equipment or a Hollywood budget, that we can harvest resources like natural and
available light and work with practical lights to enhance our stories.

THIS COURSE SUITS ALL:
- All creatives with a passion for visual communication and artists who would like to get a Profession
introduction to film looks.
- High School leavers who need to turn filming / Photography as a paying job.
- Marketing and communication professionals who would like to gain a better understanding of the creative
workflow.

Course Contents
• Introduction to Filming / Photography Lighting
principles.
• Lighting Gears.
• Soft and hard lighting sources.
• Color Temperature
• Define the lighting crew on the set
• Stops & F-Stops.
• Exposure Tools.
• Using Zebras.
• Advanced Lighting Color theory.
• Motivated lighting and lighting planes
• How a lighting source and it’s direction impact “look”
Key light, backlight, and background light, Top light, eye
light, and accent light.
• Inverse Square Rule.
• Introduction to Waveform Monitor.
• Dynamic Range.
• Light Meters & Contrast Ratios.
• Managing Unwanted Shadows.
• The 3 Points Lighting Outdoors with the sun as Your
Edge Light.
• Dynamic Range.
• Lighting People, Products and Cars.
• Advanced Lighting for Illustrations.
• Advanced Lighting for Animations.
• Advanced Lighting for Virtual sets
• Advanced Lighting for Green Screens

Software Packages
• No softwares for this course.

COURSE FEES:
3Months Certificate Course .................... $ 500
1Year Diploma Course .......................... $ 1,300
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ADVANCED COMPOSITING
& SPECIAL EFFECTS FOR FILM
After Effects has become the standard for high-end motion graphics design and animation for TV broadcast.
With a 20 year pedigree, After Effects gives artists unprecedented control over their composites using its
powerful layer based approach.
After Effects allows users to animate, alter and composite media in 2D and 3D space with various built-in tools
and third party plug-ins
Take your career to the next level in the film business:
As digital technologies drive rapid growth in the media, entertainment and VFX industries, there is a growing
opportunity for post-production professionals skilled at 2D, 3D and Virtual set compositing.
Our Compositing for Film program introduces students to a broad spectrum of 2D, 3D and Virtual sets visual
effects techniques, and prepares them for a successful behind-the-scenes career in the entertainment industry.
With multiple points of contact each week, including live classes, recorded feedback and one-on-one support,
learning with Proline Film Academy is a highly personalised experience which ensures that no student is ever
left behind.
All students are provided and constantly updated with software that is currently being used in professional
studios, ensuring everyone graduates ready to enter the workforce and contribute.

THIS COURSE SUITS ALL:
- Graphic Designers.
- TV Graphic Artists.
- Web Designers.
- Filmmakers

Course Contents
• Introduction to Premiere Pro CC
• Editing a music Video in Premiere Pro CC.
• Advanced Chroma Keying in Premiere Pro CC.
• Advanced Typography in Premiere Pro CC.
• Editing a Documentary in Premiere Pro CC.
• Advanced Compositing in Premiere Pro CC.
• Introduction to advanced Natural Environments in
Cinema 4D
• Advanced Editing Theories and Techniques for Film.
• Advanced Color Grading in Premiere Pro CC.
• Advanced Sound workflow in Premiere Pro CC.
• Advanced Render techniques in Premiere Pro CC.
• Multi-Camera Video Production & Post Production
Techniques.
• Advanced Commercial Editing Techniques
• Advanced Render techniques in Premiere Pro CC.
• The Art of Color Correction & Artistic Color Grading on
the timeline
• Introduction to Audition CC interface.
• Syncing Sound workflow
• Editing Dialogue and Location Sound in Audition CC.
• Advanced Workflow With SFX and Music.
• Working with the Multitrack Editor and Mixer Panel in
Audition CC.
• Introduction to Photoshop CC interface.
• Mastering Compression Settings in Premiere Pro and
Media Encoder
• Mastering FX Real Movie Poster Effects in Photoshop
• Introduction to Photoshop for film workflow
• Advanced Matte Painting And Compositing for film.
• Architectural Interiors
• Introduction to After Effects CC interface.
• Advanced Compositing with After effects CC.
• Advanced Color Grading with thirdparty plugins.
• Advanced Motion Tracking with the Mocha Pro
• VFX Techniques - Set Extensions.
• VFX Techniques - Crowd Simulations
• VFX Techniques - Sky Replacements
• Cinematic Drone video Post-Production.
• Introduction to Cinema 4D workflow.

• Advanced Text Treatments in After Effects CC.
• Introduction to Illustrator workflow.
• Converting Pixels to Vectors in Illustrator CC.
• Production Rendering Techniques in CINEMA 4D
• Advanced Visual Effects and Compositing Studio
Techniques with After Effects CC.
• Advanced Compositing Tracking and Roto
Techniques with After Effects CC.
• Advanced Integration with Photo shop, Illustrator
and After effects Production Techniques.
• Advanced Set Extensions with Projection Man in
Cinema 4D
• Mastering Selections in Photoshop CC.
• Introduction to Hollywood Movie Titles
• Documentary Photo Techniques with Photoshop
& After Effects.
• Green & Blue Screen Production Principals.
• Introduction to all advanced Plugins for Premiere
& AE.
• Directing a Music Video ( On-Location Practicals )
• Camera & Lighting ( On-Location Practicals )
• Fundamentals of Video Cameras and Shooting.
• Video Post-Production for Low-budget Films.
• Advanced Camera Movements for Video
Production.
• The Art of Filmmaking and Editing.
• Introduction to modeling in Cinema 4D.
• Motion Graphics Production Techniques with
Cinema 4D

Software Packages
• Adobe After Effects CC.
• Adobe Premiere Pro CC.
• Adobe Illustrator CC.
• Cinema 4D.
• Adobe Photoshop CC.
• Mocha Pro.
• All Compatible Plugins for all main softwares.

COURSE FEES:
3Months Certificate Course ..................... $ 500
1Year Diploma Course ............................. $ 1,300
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GRAPHICS DESIGN FOR PRINT

This course introduces students to the world of graphic design and visual communication.
The course equips you with professional skills enabling you to create and design your own publications for
print.
The course will give you an overview of the complete professional graphic design production process; from
the development of visual concepts and communication strategies, project planning, and pitching to the
design implementation in professional graphic software, pre-press, quality control, and finally the successful
presentation of the final product.
The main goal of design is Communication, So the goal for Communication is involving, Effecting, Changing the
audience by adding to their understanding / experience of the company, product, service or message in a way
that motivates action.
Now since everybody in the world is doing Graphic design just like everyone in the world is a Photographer, so
there is much competition and just get to know that the area of visual communication has been democratized,
meaning anybody can play with their cameras, phones e.t.c.....
The main problem is that how are you going to communicate to your client that you’re a professional and you
need to be paid for your expertise in this process...
This course introduces students to the ubiquity and multiplicity of purpose of graphic design and the applied
arts in general.

THIS COURSE SUITS ALL:

- All creatives with a passion for visual communication and artists who would like to get a basic introduction
to graphic design.
- High School leavers who need to prepare a portfolio for a full time graphic design study program.
- Marketing and communication professionals who would like to gain a better understanding of the creative
workflow.
- Entrepreneurs who would like to be able to design graphics for their corporate communication such as logos,
business cards or newspaper advertisements.

Course Contents
• Introduction to Illustrator CC
• Introduction to Photoshop CC
• Introduction to Indesign CC
• Converting Pixels to Vectors in Illustrator
• Layouts for Lettering- Hierarchy, Composition,
and Type Systems
• Introduction to Graphic Design
• Logo Design Fundamentals – Simple and Solid Brand
Marks
• Type Design Introduction to Effects in Illustrator
• Introduction to Illustrator for the Web
• Working with Type in Illustrator
• InDesign CC EPUB Fundamentals
• How to Design Simple Promotional Materials in
Photoshop
• How to Master Blending Modes in Photoshop
• Photoshop CC Mastering Compositing
• Introduction to advanced Plugins
• Advanced Photo Manipulation Movie Poster Effects
• Designing corporate-and-brand-identity-mockup
• Adobe Illustrator for Photoshop Users
• Graphic Design Tips & Tricks
• Introduction to Shapes and Symbols in Logo Design
• Logo Design with Grids Timeless Style from Simple
Shapes
• Photoshop CC Smart Objects
• Photoshop CC Creative Working Techniques
• Illustrator Coloring Artwork
• Learning Cineware for Illustrator
• Designing Posters with Illustrator & Photoshop
• Introduction to Linear Line Style

• Photoshop and Illustrator speed illustration
workflow
• Illustrator CC Working with 3D
• How to Master Color & Tone in Photoshop
• Beyond the Logo, Crafting a Brand Identity
• Understanding the Relationship Between Logo
Identity and Brand
• Creating Brand Identity Assets
• The Science of Logo Design
• Mastering Skills for Creative Print Design
• Illustrator CC Technical Drawing
• Creating a Tri - fold Brochure
• InDesign for Web Design
• Advanced InDesign Secrets
• Mastering Selections in Photoshop CC
• Secrets of Composite Artwork with Photoshop CC
• Event Flyer Design
• Tracing Artwork with Illustrator
• Designing an Animated App UI with Illustrator
• Conceptualizing a Movie Poster in Illustrator CC
• Designing in Duotone in Photoshop and InDesign
• InDesign Typography
• Designing with Grids in InDesign

Software Packages
• Adobe Photo Shop CC
• Adobe Illustrator CC.
• Adobe InDesign CC
• Adobe Acrobat X
• All Compatible Plugins for all main softwares.

COURSE FEES:
3Months Certificate Course ..................... $ 500
1Year Diploma Course ............................ $ 1,300
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DIGITAL MARKETING
FOR ENTREPRENEURS

In this course learn how to work smart not hard, Historically online marketing was fairly one sided approach
business pushed idea out and customers passively received them, but the land scope has shifted because the
internet has become extremely interactive. Social Media has created a new style of communication and there
are billions of conversation happening online.
People are discussing popular news articles, sharing pet’s photos and even engaging with brands.
So all these conversations presents exciting opportunities for marketeers, we can join in a conversation to
drive a brand awareness.
Personal branding is the active managing the way a person wants to be perceived, this includes positioning
professional skills, Personality values of leadership, and Talent. Some people think that branding is just for
organisations but this is not the case, Personal branding makes you the C.E.O of the brand called “ You” It’s a
powerful form of marketing that can make you manage your career and build your Reputation.
In this course we shall learn ways you can establish your personal brand as well as ways to grow a personal
brand to support your career and marketing objectives.
So whether you are entrepreneur, student, employee, Consultants, Executives or Administrators, a personal
brand can still sale decisions, help on hiring decisions and influence trust.

THIS COURSE SUITS ALL:
- Business owners, Students from high schools & Universities.
- Musicians who look at expanding their brand name., Marketing Managers.
- Marketing and communication professionals who would like to gain a better understanding of the creative
workflow.
- Sale Launch Entrepreneurs, All those who want to change of work or career
- All those who have been intrigued by the ever changing world of social Media
- Anyone who has something to sale or promote.

Course Contents
• Managing your Career.
• How to Boost your Brand in 50 steps
• Acing your Interview.
• Web Elements Design with Photoshop
• Creating a Career Plan.
• Accounting Fundamentals.
• Designing a Presentation
• How to Get Your Ideas Approved.
• Discovering your Strengths.
• Job Hunting Tricks for Graduates
• Introduction to Content Marketing.
• Advanced Google Adwords tips & Tricks.
• Introduction to Adobe Photoshop
• How to start a business with Family & friends.
• Types of Content Marketing.
• Mailchimp Fundamentals. ( Email Marketing)
• Content for Customer service & Recruitment.
• SEO Link Building in Depth
• Photoshop for Entrepreneurs
• Quick Books Fundamentals.
• Content for Recruitment.
• Time Management.
• Facebook best Practices.
• Repairing your Reputation.
• Advanced techniques on using Facebook automation.
• Thinking Like a leader in Business.
• Introduction to Influencer Marketing.
• Entrepreneur guide to websites for the
• Introduction to Twitter marketing.
most business minded.
• Discovering your Productivity.
• Finance Essentials for Small Business
• Body Language for Entrepreneurs
• Financial Analysis Introduction to
• How to deliver an Elevator Pitch.
• Business Performance Analysis
• Creating a Business Plan.
• Selling on the Amazon Marketplace
• Gmail and Google Chrome Productivity Essentials
• Building Your Professional Network.
• Talent Management.
• Screen Casting Fundamentals
• Product Management Fundamentals.
• Introduction to Camtasia Studio.
• Writing Proposals
• Administrative Human Resources Fundamentals
• Google Drive Essential Training
• Budgeting for Small Business
• Introduction on how to use Youtube
• Mastering Selections in Photoshop
• Communication Fundamentals.
• Managerial Accounting
• Introduction to LinkedIn.
• Running a Profitable Business Understanding
• Creating Your Personal Brand.
Cash Flow
• Effective Email Marketing Strategies.
• Sales Secrets for Small Business
• Pinterest Business Marketing Strategy.
• Writing a Marketing Plan
• Understanding the techniques of hashtags.
• Photoshop for Web Design
• Introduction to Illustrator
• Leadership Fundamentals
• Small Business Finance Basics_ QuickBooks and Be• Negotiating Your Salary
yond.
• Small Business Secrets.
• Effective Public Speaking Fundamentals.
• Enhancing Your Productivity.
• Income Tax Fundamentals.
• Dreamweaver
• Writing a Resume.
• Camtasia Studio.
• Advanced Video Compression for the web.
• Adobe Photoshop CC

Software Packages

COURSE FEES:
3Months Certificate Course ..................... $ 500
1Year Diploma Course ............................. $ 1,300
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WEB DESIGNING & S.E.O FUNDAMENTALS
This course introduces students to the world of web design. It focuses on the fundamentals of website creation
from preparing the graphics in Photoshop to constructing the page using HTML and CSS codes. Participants will
have a hands-on approach using the appropriate formatting languages and software.
Participants will have a hands-on approach using the appropriate formatting languages and software; Word
press, an open-source blogging tool and CMS(Content Management System), PHP. We will also be explored
allowing participants to apply their design, HTML, PHP and CSS skills and increase their productivity.
This will make them able to produce a fully Responsive functional website at the end of the course.
In this advanced course, you’ll learn how to design and build beautiful Dynamic websites by learning the
basic principles of design like branding, color theory, and typography which are all instrumental in the design
process of a website.
You’ll also learn HTML, PHP and CSS, which are the common code languages that all modern websites are
built on. These are useful skills to acquire as they are needed by nearly every single business in the world to
communicate to customers.
By the end of this course, you’ll have all the skills required to design and build your own Dynamic websites or
even start a career with one of the thousands of companies that have a website.

THIS COURSE SUITS ALL:
- All creatives with a passion for visual communication and arts who would like to get advanced
training in web design.
- Graphic designers who would like to design and develop their own website.
- Marketing and communication professionals who would like to gain a better understanding of the
creative workflow.
- Entrepreneurs who would like to be able to create their own corporate websites and also design
web graphics for their communication such as web banners and email flyers.

Course Contents
• Introduction to Dreamweaver design principles.
• User Experience Fundamentals for Web Designers
• Advanced Compositing web Pages with Photoshop CC. • Easy PHP Projects_Single Serving Sites
• Search Engine Fundamentals.
• Introduction to E-commerce Web Site Using
• Advanced typography in Adobe Dreamweaver CC
Dreamweaver with PHP
• Advanced Web Sprite Sheets with Adobe Dreamweaver • Creating Secure PHP Websites
• Advanced Web Sites from Photoshop & Dreamweaver
• Introduction to Adobe Edge Animate CC
• Advanced Lightroom for Creating Web Galleries
• Installing and Understanding Apache, MySQL, and
• Advanced Acrobat X .
PHP
• Advanced CSS - Styling Navigation.
• Advanced ways of using Object Oriented PHP
• Introduction to Adobe fireworks CC.
• Advanced Login and Registration System in PHP
• Advanced Foundations of Layout and Composition
and MYSQL
Marketing Collateral.
• PHP Database Connections to MYSQL
• Convert Static Websites from HTML to PHP.
• Foundations of Programming - Discrete
• Dreamweaver CC Responsive Design with Bootstrap
Mathematics
• Learning Adobe Edge Animate CC
• Building a Social Network in PHP & MySQL
• Adobe Illustrator CC for Web Designers.
• SEO for Local Visibility
• Introduction to Internet Searching.
• Google Analytics Essential Training
• Search Engine Optimization.
• Clean PHP URLs on Apache Server
• SEO Link Building in Depth
• How To Create A Successful Wordpress Site
• Web Site Planning and Wire framing.
• HTML & CSS Build a Dashboard
• Photoshop Techniques For Web Designers.
• Installing and Running WordPress DesktopServer
• CSS Fundamentals.
• Cybersecurity for IT Professionals
• Photoshop CC for Responsive Web Design
• Learning IP Addressing
• Responsive Web Design Mobile First Approach with
• Learning Network Troubleshooting
HTML5 & CSS3.
• PHP Secure Login and Registration System + Email
• Migrating from Flash to Edge Animate
Activation
• Starting a Home Web Design Business
• Web Elements Design With Photoshop
• The Business of Web Designing and How to Grow your
Ecommerce Web Design Business
• Adding Content From HTML and WordPress
• Adobe Dream Weaver CC.
• Introduction to Photoshop CC Smart Objects
• Build An eCommerce Website From Scratch With PHP • Adobe Photo Shop CC
• Adobe Edge Animate CC
& Bootstrap
• Adobe Flash Profession CC.
• jQuery Essential Training
• Adobe Illustrator CC.
• Bootstrap Essential Training
• Adobe InDesign CC
• Responsive Web Design in the Browser
• Adobe Light Room
• Photoshop for Entrepreneurs Web Design
• Adobe Acrobat X.
Mockups
• Adobe Fireworks CC.
• Advanced web Design with pure CSS Animations
(No javascript!)

Software Packages

COURSE FEES:
3Months Certificate Course ..................... $ 500
1Year Diploma Course ............................. $ 1,300
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DRONE CINEMATOGRAPHY & PHOTOGRAPHY
A drone is an unmanned aircraft with its history dating back to the 1800s. Although initially designed
for military expeditions, drones now serve multiple key roles in the economy. Even with a surge in their
production, one question remains for many interested parties. Are drone jobs in demand?
Proline Film Academy’s Drone flight School is a comprehensive learning program focused on teaching the
fundamentals of safety, maintenance, and technique of piloting a Small Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) or
drones. The program is taught by time-tested certificated flight instructors, and is aligned with the Uganda Civil
Aviation Authority rules and regulations to fly a drone safely and effectively in Uganda.
Flying a drone can be intimidating. You may have asked yourself if you are going to crash or how high and how
far you can fly or even if you are allowed to fly over people. If so, this course is for you.
In this course, participants learn the basic to advanced flight maneuvers and how to safely control the drone.
The hands-on practice includes how to pick a safe area, how to complete a preflight inspection, how to take
off, maneuver, and land while flying through an obstacle course.
During your advanced flight course with PFA you will meet time-tested professional experts and friendly
instructors in a convenient outdoor location, like a park or athletic field and learn on all advanced popular
drone models provided by Proline Film Academy.

THIS COURSE SUITS ALL:
- Beginners that want to become skilled in the art of drone photography.
- Anyone that wants to master their drone settings for taking the highest quality pictures.
- Anyone that wants to stunningly document their travels and amp up their social media accounts.
- Anyone that wants to turn drone photography into a professional career.
- Anyone that wants to shoot real estate and architecture.

Course Contents
• Why Drone Photography?
• Understanding the principles of drone flight
• Learn how to fly low and create high impact shots
• How to shoot breathtaking sunrise shots
• Safety & Legal with Drones.
• Understand the basic safety and legal
• Registering your Drones
requirements involved in recreational drone flight.
• Advanced shooting techniques telling a story with your • Upload the MultiPirateNG firmware to the Crius
drone shots
V2 flight controller.
• Visual mission planning with Google Earth
• Understand the roles of propellers, motors, flight
• Change your Viewing in Drone photos
controller, ESC in drone flight.
• Post Processing with Drone Panoramas
• Understanding the use of GPS in drone flight.
• Facebook 360 from a Drone image
• Creating Secure PHP Websites
• Panoramic HDR Drone photography
• Understanding the necessary drone pre-flight
• Introduction to the forward Reveal
checks.
• Color correction & color cast removal
• Assemble a quadcopter from parts available in
• Shooting a documentary with Gopros and drones
the market.
• Post-processing drone photographs with Adobe
• Learn how to Use the open source Mission Planlightroom
ner software to configure a drone.
• How to shoot Epic buildings with your drone
• Learn how to use the Pixhawk flight controller.
• Sky color changing/replacing skies
• Introduction to the POI (Point of Interest) Flyby
• 360-degree panorama stitching
• The Orbit
• Infra-red photography
• Post Production secrets for drone footage
• Thermal infra-red photography
• Introduction to selling your drone stock footage
• Panchromatic photography
• Drone Apps to empower your Aerial
• Spectrazonal photography
Cinematography & Photography
• Shooting moving subjects and create dramatic shots
• techniques on earning money with your drone.
• Advanced techniques on how to reduce Jello effects & • Drone camera settings in the DJIGo4 App.
Lens Distortion from your footage in Post-Production.
• Fixing glitchy drone connection.
• Mastering Cinematic drone moves and
• Proven tips & techniques for drone photography.
Post- Production
• Calculate the correct altitude settings for a
• Powerful Color Grading techniques for your aerial
mission
footage
• Advanced Slow Motion Effects
• Integrating 3D tracking, Compositing on your aerial
• Understand the principles of drone flight
footage.
• How to shoot like a professional by utilizing the
principles of shot composition
• Adobe Premiere Pro.
• Professional ways on shooting landscapes
• Adobe Photo Shop CC
• How to professionally edit your drone photos in
• Adobe After Effects CC
Lightroom.
• How to shoot stunning night photography with your • Mocha Pro
• Red Giant softwares
drone
• Understand the different types of multi-rotor drones. • Adobe Light Room

Software Packages

COURSE FEES:
3Months Certificate Course ..................... $ 500
1Year Diploma Course ............................. $ 1,300
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ADVANCED WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
The main goal behind this indepth wedding course is to create the most comprehensive resource on
everything it takes to create compelling wedding images as well as the tools needed to start and run a
successful wedding photography business. No matter if you are brand new to photography or if you are already
shooting weddings professionally, this advanced course will teach you everything we know about wedding
photography so you can either start your own business from scratch or take your existing business to the next
level.
Throughout this course, you will complete a series of photo projects that will be reviewed and evaluated by
your professional teacher, a professional photographer there to help you improve.
By the time you finish your program, you will have a portfolio of high-quality photos as well as the skills and
confidence necessary to succeed as a professional wedding photographer.
PFA offers courses which are thoroughly researched, extensively examined, and beautifully produced.
We specialize in crafting customized and entertaining learning journeys that are comprehensive, factual, and
fascinating. Our inspiring wedding Photography course is for those wanting to super charge their wedding
photography. Highlights include wedding shoots at amazing locations, excellent digital editing training and a
marketing and business masterclass.
Best described as a total eduction in modern wedding photography, PFA’s wedding course will teach you all the
different skills today’s wedding photographer requires

THIS COURSE SUITS ALL:
[A] - People wanting to start or grow their wedding photography business.
[B] - Those who want to stand out in a crowded market, win new clients, and convey their worth as full-time
wedding photographers.
[C] - Those who want to build strong, trusting relationships with clients so they will recommend you to their
friends and family members.
[D] - Photographers wishing to gain the confidence they need to shoot under pressure and deliver perfect,
beautiful, meaningful images when it really counts.
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Course Contents
• PLANNING & COMMUNICATION:
- Communication and Key Skills for Success
- How to Impress & Establish Value in Meetings
- Creating and Discussing the Moodboard
- Create and Discuss the Prefect Timeline
• PHOTOGRAPHING THE GROOM:
- Master Foundation Posing for Men
- Indoor Natural Light: Using What You Have
- Photographing Groom Details
- Lighting for Unique Journalistic Moments
- Must Have Getting Ready Photographs
- Dramatic Portraits Using Natural Light
- Lighting for Stylized Portraits
- Directing for Authentic Moments
• PHOTOGRAPHING THE BRIDE:
- Foundation Posing for Women
- The Power of Natural Light
- Photographing Bridal Details
- Must Have Getting Ready Photographs
- Lighting for Creative Bridal Portraits
- Bridal Party Photojournalism
- Editorial Bridal Party Photos
- Lighting for Sunkissed Bridal Portraits
• PHOTOGRAPHING COUPLE:
- Directing Clients for Authentic Expressions
- Understanding Posing and Body Language
- Communication and Cues for Directing
- Making the Most of Any Location
- Incredible Portraits When Stuck in a Hotel Room
- Using Flash to Transform the Scene
- Working the Bridal Veil Into Portraits
- Favorite Gear for Couples Portraits
• PHOTOGRAPHING THE CEREMONY:
- Ceremony Positioning and Movement
- Capture Fleeting Ceremony Emotion
- Critical Storytelling Angles
- Important Details and Close Ups
- Capture the Perfect Recessional
- Shooting Cultural Weddings
- Best Selling Group Portraits

- Artistry with the Speed of Photojournalism
• PHOTOGRAPHING THE DETAILS:
- How to Get Published and Create Viral Detail
Imagery
- Challenges, Lighting Issues and Time Constraints
- How to Develop an Eye for Perfect Details
- Telling a Story Through Detail Photography
- Best Angles for Venue and Design
- Must Have Details for Vendors and Publications
- Square Cropping and Social Media Best Practices
- Incorporating Couples into the Details
• PHOTOGRAPHING THE RECEPTIONS:
- Gear + Review of Lighting Techniques
- Lighting Diagrams for Indoor and Outdoor Venues
- Grand Entrances: Lighting Methods + Angles
- First Dance: Lighting Methods and Angles
- Crafting a Complete Story Through Movement
- Toasts and Speeches: Lighting Methods + Angles
- Bouquet & Garter Tosses: Lighting + Angles
- Cake Cutting: Lighting Methods + Angles
- Open Dancing: Lighting Methods and Angles
- Open Dancing: Special FX Techniques
- When and How to Use Clean Bounce Flash
- Lighting for Sparkler + Grand Exits
• PHOTOGRAPHING GROUPS:
- Communicating with Presence and Charisma
- Group Posing Crash Course
- Symmetrical Group Posing Techniques
- Editorial Posing Techniques
- Best Lighting for Group Portraits
- Large Group Light Composite Techniques
- Journalism During Group + Family Portraits
- Creative Family + Group Portraits

Software Packages

• Adobe Photoshop
• Adobe Lightroom
• Adobe Illustrator CC
• Adobe Indesign CC
• Imagenomic / Nick Softwares
• All Compatible Plugins for all main softwares

COURSE FEES:
3Months Certificate Course ..................... $ 500
1Year Diploma Course ............................ $ 1,300
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P.o.box - 71083 Kampala, Uganda - (East Africa).
Byandala Complex Building - Katwe Road
Tel: + 256 392 940902.
+256 774 189999.
+256 758 199999.
Email: info@prolinefilmacademy.com
Website : www.prolinefilmacademy.com

